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Abstract

Re�nement tools such as compilers do not necessarily

preserve fault-tolerance. That is, given a fault-tolerant

program in a high-level language as input, the output of

a compiler in a lower-level language will not necessarily

be fault-tolerant. In this paper, we identify a special class

of re�nement, namely \convergence re�nement", that pre-

serves the fault-tolerance property of stabilization. We

illustrate the use of convergence re�nement by present-

ing the �rst formal design of Dijkstra's little-understood

3-state stabilizing token-ring system. Our designs begin

with simple, high-atomicity token-ring systems that are

not stabilizing, and then add a high-atomicity \wrapper"

to the systems so as to achieve stabilization. Both the

system and the wrapper are then independently re�ned

to obtain a low-atomicity implementation, while preserv-

ing stabilization. We demonstrate that convergence re-

�nement is amenable for \graybox" design of stabilizing

implementations, i.e., design of system stabilization based

solely on system speci�cation and without knowledge of

system implementation details.
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1 Introduction

Re�nement tools such as compilers, program transformers, and code optimizers

generally do not preserve the fault-tolerance properties of their input programs.

Consider, for example, a program that is trivially tolerant to the corruption of

a variable x in that it eventually ensures x is always 0.

int x=0;

while(x==x) x=0;

The bytecode that a Java compiler produces for this input program is not tol-

erant.

0 iconst 0

1 istore 1

2 goto 7

5 iconst 0

6 istore 1

7 iload 1

8 iload 1

9 if icmpeq 5

12 return

If the value of x (i.e., the value of the local variable at position 1) is corrupted

after line 7 is executed and before line 8 is executed (i.e., during the evaluation

of \x==x") then the execution terminates at line 12, thereby failing to eventually

ensure that x is always 0.

As another example, consider the speci�cation of a \best-k bidding server" com-

ponent. The server accepts bids during a bidding period via a \bid(integer)"

method and stores only the highest k bids in order to declare them as winners

when the bidding period is over. When the \bid(v)" method is invoked, the

server replaces its minimum stored bid with v only if v is greater than this min-

imum stored bid. The best-k bidding server is tolerant to the corruption of a

single slot in that it satis�es the speci�cation for (k � 1) out of best-k bids.

Consider now a sorted-list implementation of the best-k bidding server. The

implementation maintains the highest k bids in sorted order with their minimum

being at the head of the list. When the \bid(v)" method is invoked on the

implementation, it checks whether v is greater than the bid value at the head

of the list, and if so, the head of the list is deleted and v is properly inserted to

maintain the list sort order. This implementation, while correct with respect to

the speci�cation, does not tolerate the corruption of a single stored bid: If the

stored bid at the head of the list is corrupted to be equal to MAX INTEGER, then

the implementation prevents new bid values from entering the list, and hence

fails to satisfy the speci�cation for (k � 1) out of best-k bids.

These examples illustrate that even though an abstract system A is fault-

tolerant, it is possible that a re�nement C of A may not be fault-tolerant
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since the extra states introduced in C create additional challenges for the fault-

tolerance of C. We are therefore motivated to consider the problem of making

re�nement tools fault-tolerance preserving. In this paper, we focus our attention

on preserving the fault-tolerance property of stabilization.

Contributions of the paper. Our main contribution is to identify a spe-

cial class of re�nement, \convergence re�nement", that suÆces for preserving

stabilization. A concrete system C is a convergence re�nement of an abstract

system A i� C is a re�nement of A with respect to the initial states (i.e., every

computation of C that starts from an initial state is a computation of A) and

every computation c of C that starts from a non-initial state is a convergence

isomorphism of some computation a of A. Convergence isomorphism states that

c is allowed only to drop some states (except the initial and �nal[if any] states)

that appear in a.

Intuitively speaking, convergence re�nement implies that even in the unreach-

able states the computations of C track the computations of A, although some

states that appear in the computations of A may disappear in the computations

of C, and hence, C preserves convergence properties of A. In particular, stabi-

lization [3] is preserved: If A is stabilizing then any convergence re�nement, C,

of A is also stabilizing.

The second contribution of this paper is a formal derivation of Dijkstra's [3]

little-understood 3-state stabilizing token ring system (as well as hisK-state and

4-state systems) based on convergence re�nements. More speci�cally, we derive

Dijkstra's low-atomicity systems starting from simple high-atomicity token-ring

systems. In each case, our derivation has two steps: in the �rst, we choose

a well-known non-stabilizing token-ring system and add stabilization to it via

a high-atomicity \wrapper" component. In the second step, we independently

re�ne the non-stabilizing system and the wrapper. The composition of the

resulting system and wrapper implementations yield Dijkstra's stabilizing token-

ring systems. Proceeding in the same vein, we are able to derive a new 4-state

and a 3-state stabilizing token-ring system. We note that although there has

been a lot of research on Dijkstra's token-ring systems (see for instance [6]) and

Ghosh [5] has presented an informal design of Dijkstra's 3-state system, to the

best of our knowledge, this is the �rst time that any of these systems have been

formally derived as re�nements.

A feature of our convergence re�nements is that any wrapper designed to achieve

stabilization for an abstract system is reusable for achieving stabilization for any

convergence re�nement of the abstract system. Said another way, stabilization

for a non-stabilizing system implementation is achieved without knowing its

implementation details but knowing solely an abstract speci�cation that the

system satis�es. Hence, our third contribution is to show that convergence

re�nement is suitable for so-called \graybox" design of stabilization [1].
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we show that conver-

gence re�nement is stabilization preserving and is amenable for graybox design

of stabilization. In Section 3, we present an abstract bidirectional token-ring

and then, in Section 4, derive a 4-state system as a convergence re�nement of the

abstract bidirectional token-ring system. In Sections 5 and 6, we derive Dijk-

stra's 3-state system and a new 3-state system again as convergence re�nements

of the abstract bidirectional token-ring system. We discuss some related work in

Section 7, and make concluding remarks in Section 8. We relegate the derivation

of Dijkstra's K-state protocol from an abstract unidirectional token-ring system

to the Appendix.

2 Convergence Re�nement

In this section, after some preliminary de�nitions, we justify why \convergence

re�nements" preserve stabilization, and are useful for graybox design of stabi-

lization.

Let � be a state space.

De�nition. A system S is a �nite-state automaton (�, T , I) where T , the set

of transitions, is a subset of f(s0; s1) : s0; s1 2 �g and I , the set of initial states,

is a subset of �.

A computation of S is a maximal sequence of T transitions, i.e., if a computation

is �nite there are no transitions in T that start at the �nal state.

We refer to an abstract system as a speci�cation, and to a concrete system as

an implementation. For now we assume for convenience that the speci�cation

and the implementation use the same state space. At the end of this section,

in Section 2.3, we present a generalization that allows the implementation to

use a di�erent state space than the speci�cation. Henceforth, let C be an

implementation and A a speci�cation.

De�nition. C is a re�nement of A, denoted [C � A]init, i� every computation

of C that starts from an initial state is a computation of A.

De�nition. C is an everywhere re�nement [1] of A, denoted [C � A], i� every

computation of C is a computation of A.

De�nition. A computation c is a convergence isomorphism of a computation a

i� c is a subsequence of a with at most a �nite number of omissions and with

the same initial and �nal(if any) state as a.

For instance, c = s1 s3 s6 is a convergence isomorphism of a = s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6.

However, c = s1 s3 s5 s6 is not a convergence isomorphism of a = s1 s2 s5 s6

since c can only drop states in a, and cannot insert states to a. Intuitively,

the convergence isomorphism requirement corresponds to the notion of using
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similar recovery paths: c should use a similar recovery path with a and not any

arbitrary recovery path.

De�nition. C is a convergence re�nement of A, denoted [C � A], i�:

� C is a re�nement of A,

� every computation of C is a convergence isomorphism of some computation

of A.

Note that convergence re�nements are more general than everywhere re�ne-

ments: [C � A] ) [C � A], but not vice versa.

A fault is a perturbation of the system state. In this paper, we focus on transient

faults that may arbitrarily corrupt the process states. The following de�nition

captures a standard tolerance to transient faults.

De�nition. C is stabilizing to A i� every computation of C has a suÆx that is

a suÆx of some computation of A that starts at an initial state of A.

This de�nition of stabilization allows the possibility that A is stabilizing to A,

that is, A is self-stabilizing.

2.1 Stabilization preserving re�nements

Not every re�nement is stabilization preserving. That is,

C re�nes A and A is stabilizing to A does not imply that C is stabilizing to A.

By way of counterexample, consider Figure 1. Here s0; s1; s2; s3; : : : and

s* are states in �, and s0 is the initial state of both A and C. In both A

and C, there is only one computation that starts from the initial state, namely

\s0; s1; s2; s3; : : :"; hence, [C � A]init. But \s*, s2; s3; : : :" is a computation

that is in A but not in C. Letting F denote a transient state corruption fault

that yields s* upon starting from s0, it follows that although A is stabilizing to

A if F occurs initially, C is not.

s*
F

s1s0 s2 s3 . . .

s*
F

s1s0 s2 s3 . . .

Figure 1: [C � A]init

We are therefore led to considering everywhere re�nements. We had stated in [1]

that everywhere re�nements are stabilization preserving.

Theorem 0. If [C � A] and A is stabilizing to B,

then C is stabilizing to B.
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The requirements for everywhere re�nements might not be satis�ed for every

re�nement of an abstract system into a concrete one. For instance, every com-

putation of the concrete might not be a computation of the abstract since the

execution model of the concrete is more restrictive than that of the abstract.

We give examples of model re�nements in Section 3 and in the Appendix where

a process is allowed to write to the state of its neighbor in the abstract system

but not allowed to do so in the concrete system. To address such cases, we

consider the more general convergence re�nements.

Theorem 1. If [C � A] and A is stabilizing to B,

then C is stabilizing to B.

Theorem 1 follows immediately from the de�nitions of stabilization and conver-

gence re�nement (C can only drop a �nite number of states from the computa-

tions of A). Theorem 1 is the formal statement of the amenability of convergence

re�nements as stabilization preserving re�nements.

2.2 Graybox stabilization

Here we focus on the graybox stabilization problem of how to design stabilization

to a given implementation C using only its speci�cation A. That is, we want to

prove that: If adding a wrapper W to a speci�cation A renders A stabilizing,

then adding W to any convergence re�nement C of A also yields a stabilizing

system. We de�ne a wrapper to be a system over � and formulate the \addition"

of one system to another in terms of the operator (pronounced \box") which

denotes the union of automata.

Lemma 2. If [C � A] and (A W ) is stabilizing to A

then [(C W ) � (A W )].

Proof: This proof consists of two parts. We prove [(C W ) � (A W )]init
in the �rst part, and we prove in the second part that every computation x of

(C W ) is a convergence isomorphism of a computation x0 of (A W ).

1. [C � A] ) [C � A]init. Thus, every computation of C starting from

the initial states is a computation ofA, and hence [(C W ) � (A W )]init.

2. Any computation x of (C W ) can be written as � � � � CSi �WSi �

CSi+1 �WSi+1 � � � � where CS denotes consecutive states produced by

C and WS denotes consecutive states produced by W . Since [C � A],

C can only drop states from computations of A. Thus, there exists a

computation x0 of (A W ) of the form � � � � ASi � WSi � ASi+1 �

WSi+1 � � � � � Ainit where for all i, CSi is a convergence isomorphism

of ASi. Since (A W ) is stabilizing to A, x0 has a suÆx that is a suf-

�x of some computation of A that starts from the initial states. Since

[C � A] ) [C � A]init, x cannot drop any states from x0 after (A W )

stabilizes to A. That is, x can drop only a �nite number of states from x0,
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and hence we conclude that x is a convergence isomorphism of x0.

Theorem 3. If [C � A] and (A W ) is stabilizing to A

then (C W ) is stabilizing to A.

Proof:

[C � A]

) f (A W ) is stabilizing to A, Lemma 2 g

[(C W ) � (A W )]

) f (A W ) is stabilizing to A, Theorem 1 g

(C W ) is stabilizing to A

Theorem 3 states that if a wrapper W satis�es (A W ) is stabilizing to A,

then, for any C that satis�es [C � A], (C W ) is stabilizing to A. In fact,

after proving Lemma 4, we prove a more general result in Theorem 5.

Lemma 4. If [W 0
� W ] and (A W ) is stabilizing to A

then (A W 0) is stabilizing to A.

Proof: Note that [W 0
� W ] and \(A W ) is stabilizing to A" implies

[A W 0
� A W ]. (This proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2, and

hence, is not included here.) Then from Theorem 1 it follows that [A W 0
� A W ]

and \(A W ) is stabilizing to A" implies (A W 0) is stabilizing to A.

Theorem 5. If [C � A] and (A W ) is stabilizing to A

then (8W 0 : [W 0
� W ] : (C W 0) is stabilizing to A). 1

Proof:

[W 0
� W ] ^ (A W ) is stabilizing to A

) f Lemma 4 g

(A W 0) is stabilizing to A

) f [C � A], Lemma 2 g

[(C W 0) � (A W 0)] ^ (A W 0) is stabilizing to A

) f Theorem 1 g

(C W 0) is stabilizing to A

Theorem 5 is the formal statement of the amenability of convergence re�nements

for graybox stabilization: IfW provides stabilization to A, then any convergence

re�nement W 0 of W provides stabilization to every convergence re�nement C

of A.

1A formula (op i : R:i : X:i) denotes the value obtained by performing the (commutative

and associative) op on the X:i values for all i that satisfy R:i. As special cases, where op is

conjunction, we write (8i : R:i : X:i), and where op is disjunction, we write (9i : R:i : X:i).

Thus, (8i : R:i : X:i) may be read as \if R:i is true then so is X:i", and (9i : R:i : X:i) may be

read as \there exists an i such that both R:i and X:i are true". Where R:i is true, we omit

R:i. If X is a statement then (8i : R:i : X:i) denotes that X is executed for all i that satisfy

R:i. This notation is adopted from [4].
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2.3 Re�nement between di�erent state spaces

The de�nitions and theorems introduced in this section assumed for the sake of

convenience that C and A use the same state space. However, as the examples

presented in the introduction illustrate, the state space of the implementation

can be di�erent than that of the speci�cation since the implementations often

introduce some components of states that are not used by the speci�cations.

This is handled by relating the states of the concrete implementation with the

abstract speci�cation via an abstraction function. The abstraction function is

a total mapping from �C , the state space of the implementation C, onto �A,

the state space of the speci�cation A. That is, every state in C is mapped to a

state in A, and correspondingly, every state in A is an image of some state in

C.

All de�nitions and theorems in Section 2 are readily extended with respect to

the abstraction function.

3 Stabilizing the Bidirectional Token-Ring

In this section, we start with a simple, fault-intolerant abstract bidirectional

token-ring system, BTR, and then design two dependability wrappers, W1 and

W2, in order to render BTR stabilizing. W1 ensures that always there exists

at least one token in the system and W2 ensures that the extra tokens in the

system are eventually removed.

3.1 Bidirectional token-ring problem

The abstract system BTR consists of processes f0,..,Ng arranged on a bidirec-

tional ring. Let "t:j denote that \process j received the token from j � 1", and

#t:j denote that \process j received the token from j +1". Note that #t:N and

"t:0 are unde�ned for BTR.

We use guarded-command language to specify systems. The actions for 0 {

bottom process{, for N {top process{, and for all j such that (j 6= 0 ^ j 6= N)

are as follows.

"t:N �! "t:N := false ; #t:(N � 1) := true

#t:0 �! #t:0 := false ; "t:1 := true

"t:j �! "t:j := false ; "t:(j + 1) := true

#t:j �! #t:j := false ; #t:(j � 1) := true

Remark. We assume that at any process j at most one token may reside at

a time. That is, if j had a token and a new token with the same direction as
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the former is propagated to j, the new token overwrites the old token. (End of

Remark.)

Initially, there is a unique token in the system. The invariant I of BTR can be

written as I1 ^ I2 ^ I3 ^ I4 where

I1 � (9j :: "t:j _ #t:j)

I2 � (8j; k :: (("t:j ^ "t:k) _ ("t:j ^ #t:k) _ (#t:j ^ #t:k)) ) j = k)

I3 � (8j :: :("t:j ^ #t:j))

I4 � (8j :: "t:j and #t:j occurs with equal frequency )

I1 states that there exists a token in the system, I2 and I3 state that at most

one process can have a token and only one token, and thus, I states that there

is a unique token in the system. I4 states that the token changes direction for

each successive round.

System models. The abstract system model permits a process j to read and

write to its state and the states of its right (j � 1) and left (j 	 1) neighbors in

one atomic step. The concrete system model is more restrictive: j can read its

state and the states of its right (j � 1) and left (j 	 1) neighbors but can write

only to its own state.

Bidirectional token ring (BTR) problem. Identify re�nements, C, of

BTR in the concrete system model such that [C � BTR]init and (8W ::

(BTR W ) is stabilizing to BTR ) (C W ) is stabilizing to BTR).

From Theorem 5, it follows that any concrete system C that satis�es [C � BTR]

is a solution to the BTR problem.

3.2 Stabilization wrappers for BTR

We add two wrappers W1, W2 in order to stabilize BTR to I1, (I2 ^ I3)

respectively. We do not need a wrapper to correct I4 because I4 follows from

BTR after I1 ^ I2 ^ I3 is established.

W1 secures I1 (i.e., there exists at least one token in the system) as follows:

W1 :: (8j : j 6= N : :"t:j ^ :#t:j) �! "t:N := true

W2 secures eventually (I2 ^ I3), there exists at most one token in the system,

by ensuring at every process j that if ever "t:j and #t:j are truthi�ed at the

same state, then both of the tokens are deleted. This way, it is clear that

tokens moving on opposite directions (toward each other) will cancel each other

and their numbers will decrease. If there are multiple tokens all going in one

direction, then eventually the tokens will bounce from either top or bottom

process and this case reduces to the previous case.
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W2 :: "t:j ^ #t:j �! "t:j := false ; #t:j := false

Theorem 6. (BTR W1 W2) is stabilizing to BTR.

4 A 4-state solution to the BTR problem

Consider the following mapping that transforms BTR to an equivalent system

BTR4 that uses two boolean variables c:j and up:j at every process j to simulate

"t:j and #t:j. For every process the mappings between c, up variables and "t,

#t are given as follows.

"t:N � c:N 6= c:(N � 1) ^ up:(N � 1)

#t:0 � c:0 = c:1 ^ :up:1

For all j : j 6= 0 ^ j 6= N;

"t:j � c:j 6= c:(j � 1) ^ up:(j � 1) ^ :up:j

#t:j � c:j = c:(j + 1) ^ :up:(j + 1) ^ up:j

We also map up:N = false and up:0 = true. Thus, the resulting actions for

BTR4 are as follows.

c:N 6= c:(N � 1) ^ up:(N � 1)

�! c:N := c:(N � 1); up:(N � 1) := true

c:0 = c:1 ^ :up:1

�! c:0 := :c:1; up:1 := false

c:j 6= c:(j � 1) ^ up:(j � 1) ^ :up:j

�! c:j := c:(j � 1); up:j := true;

c:(j + 1) := :c:j; up:(j + 1) := false

c:j = c:(j + 1) ^ :up:(j + 1) ^ up:j

�! up:j := false;

c:(j � 1) := c:j; up:(j � 1) := true

The initial states of BTR4 follow from those of BTR using the mapping. BTR4

uses the same abstract execution model as BTR.

4.1 Re�nement of wrappers

We now consider re�nements of W1 and W2 for BTR4.

W1 states that (8j : j 6= N : :"t:j ^ :#t:j) �! "t:N := true. When we

apply the mapping on W1, we get W10:
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(8j : j 6= N : up:j) ^ c:(N � 1) 6= c:N �! c:N := :c:(N � 1);

up:(N � 1) := true

It turns out thatW10 is a trivial wrapper since the guard ofW10 already implies

that c:N 6= c:(N � 1) ^ up:(N � 1). Thus W10 is vacuously implemented.

W2 states that if a process j has "t:j and #t:j it will drop both of them. W20

is also trivial since using the mapping we get ("t:j ^ #t:j � false). That is,

in BTR4 j cannot possess "t:j and #t:j at the same time.

Lemma 7. (BTR4 W10 W20) is stabilizing to BTR.

Proof.
true

) fTheorem 6 g

BTR W1 W2 is stabilizing to BTR

) f [W10 � W1], [W20 � W2], operator g

[W10 W20 � W1 W2] ^ (BTR W1 W2) is stabilizing to BTR

) f Lemma 4 g

(BTR W10 W20) is stabilizing to BTR

) f Theorem 3, [BTR4 � BTR] g

(BTR4 W10 W20) is stabilizing to BTR.

4.2 Re�nement of BTR4

The concrete execution model does not allow writing to the states of the neigh-

boring processes, thus, the actions of BTR4 are too coarse grained for the

concrete execution model. We re�ne BTR4 into C1 by commenting ( \//" )

out the clauses in BTR4 that violate the restrictions of the concrete execution

model.

c:N 6= c:(N � 1) ^ up:(N � 1)

�! c:N := c:(N � 1); ==(up:(N � 1))

c:0 = c:1 ^ :up:1

�! c:0 := :c:0; ==(:up:1)

c:j 6= c:(j � 1) ^ up:(j � 1) ^ :up:j

�! c:j := c:(j � 1);up:j := true;

==(c:(j + 1) 6= c:j ^ :up:(j + 1))

c:j = c:(j + 1) ^ :up:(j + 1) ^ up:j

�! up:j := false;

==(c:(j � 1) = c:j ^ up:(j � 1))
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In the legitimate states of C1 the conditions in the comments are satis�ed by the

computations of C1. However, C1 might not satisfy these conditions in every

state since the concrete system model is more restrictive than the abstract. In

the illegitimate states, where these conditions might not be satis�ed, compu-

tations of C1 might correspond to compressed forms of computations of BTR.

Consider the following transition of the concrete.

c.1=0 c.2=1c.0=1

up(t.1)

c.1=0

up(t.3)

∼ up.1 up.2

p1 moves
c.1=1 c.2=1c.0=1 c.1=0

up(t.3)

up.2up.1

Starting from a state where "t:1 and "t:3 holds, a state with only "t:3 is true is

reached in one transition. This corresponds to a compression of the following

transitions of BTR:

p1 moves
up(t.3)up(t.2)up(t.1) up(t.3)

up(t.3)
p2 moves

Lemma 8. [C1 � BTR].

Proof. Any compression performed by C1 only results in a token loss and C1

cannot perform any compressions when the token-ring contains less than two

tokens. Since there are �nite number of tokens to begin with, and since process

actions do not create new tokens (they just propagate the existing tokens), C1

can do only a �nite number of compressions. In BTR, starting from a state with

k (s.t., k > 0) tokens, any state with l (s.t., k � l > 0) tokens is reachable. Thus,

any computation of C1 can be written as a compression of some computation

of BTR. Since we also have [C1 � BTR]init, C1 is a convergence re�nement

of BTR.

Theorem 9. C1 W10 W20 is stabilizing to BTR.

Proof. Since [W10 � W1] and [W20 � W2], we have [W10 W20 � W1 W2].

The result then follows from Theorem 5, Lemma 8, and Theorem 6.

The resulting system (C1 W10 W20) is as follows.

c:(N � 1) 6= c:N ^ up:(N � 1) �! c:N := c:(N � 1)

c:1 = c:0 ^ :up:1 �! c:0 := :c:0

c:(j � 1) 6= c:j ^ up:(j � 1) ^ :up:j �! c:j := c:(j � 1);up:j := true

c:(j + 1) = c:j ^ :up:(j + 1) ^ up:j �! up:j := false

Interested reader may note that (C1 W10 W20) can further be optimized

to Dijkstra's 4-state stabilizing token-ring system below.
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c:(N � 1) 6= c:N �! c:N := c:(N � 1)

c:1 = c:0 ^ :up:1 �! c:0 := :c:0

c:(j � 1) 6= c:j �! c:j := c:(j � 1);up:j := true

c:(j + 1) = c:j ^ :up:(j + 1) ^ up:j �! up:j := false

5 A 3-state implementation of BTR

We de�ne a mapping that transforms BTR to an equivalent system BTR3 that

uses a 3-valued counter c:j at every process j to simulate "t:j and #t:j.

"t:N � c:(N � 1) = c:N � 1

#t:0 � c:1 = c:0� 1

For all j : j 6= 0 ^ j 6= N;

"t:j � c:(j � 1) = c:j � 1

#t:j � c:(j + 1) = c:j � 1

Above, � denotes addition operation under modulo 3. BTR3 follows from the

above mapping and uses the same abstract execution model as BTR. Below 	

denotes subtraction operation under modulo 3.

c:(N � 1) = c:N � 1 �! c:N := c:(N � 1)� 1

c:1 = c:0� 1 �! c:0 := c:1� 1

c:(j � 1) = c:j � 1 �! c:j := c:(j � 1); c:(j + 1) := c:j 	 1

c:(j + 1) = c:j � 1 �! c:j := c:(j + 1); c:(j � 1) := c:j 	 1

5.1 Re�nement of wrappers

We now consider convergence re�nements of W1 and W2 for BTR3.

W1 states that (8j : j 6= N : :"t:j ^ :#t:j) �! "t:N . When we apply the

mapping on W1 we get W10:

(8j; k : j; k 6= N : c:j = c:k) ^

c:N 6= c:(N � 1)� 1) �! c:N := c:(N � 1)	 1

== i:e:; c:(N � 1) = c:N � 1

W10 is still a global wrapper because the guard of W10 is over the states of all

j. We can approximate W10 by using a local wrapper W100 at process N :
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c:(N � 1) = c:0 ^ c:N 6= c:(N � 1)� 1 �! c:N := c:(N � 1)	 1

W100 is enabled in some states where the abstract W1 is not, and hence, is not

an everywhere re�nement of the abstract wrapper. Thus, we need to prove that

W100 does not interfere with the wrapper W2. The argument is as follows. W10

is enabled only in the illegitimate states, thus, (c:(N � 1) = c:N ^ c:N = c:0)

implies that the number of tokens in the system is either equal to zero or more

than or equal to two. We observe that if the guard (c:(N � 1) = c:N ^ c:N =

c:0) ofW100 is in�nitely often enabled, then it eventually implies that the number

of tokens in the system is equal to zero: From the guard (c:(N � 1) = c:N ^

c:N = c:0) it follows that between two consecutive executions of W10 process

0 should execute once, that is, a token is bounced up. Therefore, between two

consecutive executions of W100, W2 executes at least once, and thus, for every

extra token that W100 generates, two tokens are deleted by W2.

W2 states that if j has both "t:j (i.e., c:(j�1) = c:j�1) and #t:j(i.e., c:(j+1) =

c:j � 1) then both tokens are deleted. W20 follows directly from the mapping:

c:(j � 1) = c:j � 1 ^ c:(j + 1) = c:j � 1 �! c:j := c:(j � 1)

== or c:j := c:(j + 1)

Lemma 10. [BTR3 W100 W20] is stabilizing to BTR.

5.2 Re�nement of BTR3

The concrete execution model does not allow writing to the states of the neigh-

boring processes, thus, the actions of BTR3 are too coarse grained for the

concrete execution model. We re�ne BTR3 into C2 by commenting ( \//" )

out the clauses in BTR3 that violate the restrictions of the concrete execution

model.

c:(N � 1) = c:N � 1 �! c:N := c:(N � 1)� 1

c:1 = c:0� 1 �! c:0 := c:1� 1

c:(j � 1) = c:j � 1 �! c:j := c:(j � 1) == [c:j = c:(j + 1)� 1]

c:(j + 1) = c:j � 1 �! c:j := c:(j + 1) == [c:j = c:(j � 1)� 1]

Note that it is possible to merge W100 with the guard of �rst action in C2 and

embed W20 in the third and fourth actions of C2. Thus, the resulting system

(C2 W100 W20) is as follows.
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c:(N � 1) = c:0 ^ c:(N � 1)� 1 6= c:N �! c:N := c:(N � 1)� 1

c:1 = c:0� 1 �! c:0 := c:1� 1

c:(j � 1) = c:j � 1 �! if (c:(j � 1) = c:(j + 1))

then c:j := c:(j � 1)

else c:j := c:(j � 1)

c:(j + 1) = c:j � 1 �! if (c:(j � 1) = c:(j + 1))

then c:j := c:(j + 1)

else c:j := c:(j + 1)

The above system is equal to Dijkstra's 3-state stabilizing token-ring system:

c:(N � 1) = c:0 ^ c:(N � 1)� 1 6= c:N �! c:N := c:(N � 1)� 1

c:1 = c:0� 1 �! c:0 := c:1� 1

c:(j � 1) = c:j � 1 �! c:j := c:(j � 1)

c:(j + 1) = c:j � 1 �! c:j := c:(j + 1)

Lemma 11. [C2 W100 W20 � BTR3 W100 W20].

Proof. Similar to Lemma 8.

Theorem 12. C2 W100 W20 is stabilizing to BTR.

Proof. Follows from Theorem 1, Lemma 11, and Lemma 10.

6 A new 3-state stabilizing token-ring

In Section 5 we had presented a 3-state implementation C2. In this section,

we present another 3-state implementation of BTR, C3, that uses the same

mapping as in Section 5. The system C3 is as follows.

c:(N � 1) = c:N � 1 �! c:N := c:(N � 1)� 1

c:1 = c:0� 1 �! c:0 := c:1� 1

c:(j � 1) = c:j � 1 �! c:j := c:(j + 1)� 1 == c:(j � 1) 6= c:j � 1

c:(j + 1) = c:j � 1 �! c:j := c:(j � 1)� 1 == c:(j + 1) 6= c:j � 1

In the illegitimate states, when the conditions in the brackets are not satis�ed,

C3 takes � steps (stuttering) as seen in the following case.

c.1=2 c.2=1c.0=3

up(t.1) up(t.2)

c.1=2 c.2=1c.0=3

up(t.1) up(t.2)
p1 moves
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Because of the stuttering, C3 does not perform any compression of the compu-

tations of BTR. Hence, Lemma 13 is trivially satis�ed.

Lemma 13. [C3 � BTR].

Since we have used the same mapping for C1 and C3, the same wrappers W100

and W20 that we developed for C2 are applicable without any modi�cation for

C3. Thus, our new 3-state stabilizing system is as follows.

c:(N � 1) = c:0 ^ c:(N � 1)� 1 6= c:N �! c:N := c:(N � 1)� 1

c:1 = c:0� 1 �! c:0 := c:1� 1

c:(j � 1) = c:j � 1 �! if (c:(j � 1) = c:(j + 1))

then c:j := c:(j � 1)

else c:j := c:(j + 1)� 1

c:(j + 1) = c:j � 1 �! if (c:(j � 1) = c:(j + 1))

then c:j := c:(j + 1)

else c:j := c:(j � 1)� 1

Theorem 14. C3 W100 W20 is stabilizing to BTR.

Proof. Follows from Theorem 3, Lemma 13, and Lemma 10.

Next we show that our new 3-state stabilizing system above can be re�ned

further to obtain Dijkstra's 3-state system. To this end we use a more aggressive

version ofW20 that deletes "t:j when "t:(j+1) also holds in that state (similarly

the wrapper deletes #t:j when #t:(j � 1) is also true). The resulting system is

as follows.

c:(N � 1) = c:0

^ c:(N � 1)� 1 6= c:N �! c:N := c:(N � 1)� 1

c:1 = c:0� 1 �! c:0 := c:1� 1

c:(j � 1) = c:j � 1 �! if (c:(j � 1) = c:(j + 1))

then c:j := c:(j � 1)

else if (c:j = c:(j + 1)� 1)

then c:j := c:(j � 1)

else c:j := c:(j + 1)� 1

c:(j + 1) = c:j � 1 �! if (c:(j � 1) = c:(j + 1))

then c:j := c:(j + 1)

else if (c:j = c:(j � 1)� 1)

then c:j := c:(j + 1)

else c:j := c:(j � 1)� 1
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Since K = 3, we have ( (c:(j�1) = c:j�1) ^ (c:(j�1) 6= c:(j+1)) ^ (c:j 6=

c:(j + 1)� 1) ) ) ( c:j = c:(j + 1) ^ c:(j � 1) = c:j � 1 ). Thus, the above

system can be rewritten as Dijkstra's 3-state system:

c:(N � 1) = c:0 ^ c:(N � 1)� 1 6= c:N �! c:N := c:(N � 1)� 1

c:1 = c:0� 1 �! c:0 := c:1� 1

c:(j � 1) = c:j � 1 �! c:j := c:(j � 1)

c:(j + 1) = c:j � 1 �! c:j := c:(j + 1)

7 Related Work

In this section, we discuss some related work on fault-tolerance preserving re-

�nements.

In [1], we had presented another stabilization preserving re�nement, namely

everywhere-eventually re�nement. C is said to be an everywhere-eventually

re�nement of A i� (1) [C � A]init, and (2) every computation of C is an

arbitrary �nite pre�x from the state space � followed by a computation of A.

It follows from this de�nition that if A is stabilizing to B, any everywhere

re�nement C of A is also stabilizing to B.

Everywhere-eventually re�nement is more permissive than convergence re�ne-

ment. That is, every convergence re�nement C of A is an everywhere-eventually

re�nement of A, but not vice versa. C may use a di�erent recovery path than A

and still be an everywhere-eventually re�nement of A, however, that is not the

case for convergence re�nements. For example, let A be an abstract program

that stabilizes to state s0 using a recovery path consisting of odd numbered

states (such as s � s3 s1 s0). A concrete program C that uses a recovery path

consisting of even numbered states to reach state s0 (such as s � s4 s2 s0) is an

everywhere-eventually re�nement of A but not a convergence re�nement of A.

Convergence re�nement, by virtue of being more restrictive than everywhere-

eventually re�nement, is more amenable for the design of graybox stabiliza-

tion. In order for the graybox wrapping theorem, Theorem 3, to be valid for

everywhere-eventually re�nements, the wrapper W should truthify the condi-

tion [��A W � ��(A W )], i.e., W can only add computations to a sys-

tem and is not allowed to remove any computation from any system. However,

there are useful wrappers that do not satisfy this condition. In this paper, by

using convergence re�nement, which does not have such restrictions on W , we

are able to achieve graybox stabilization for a more general class of wrappers.

Liu and Joseph [8] have considered designing fault-tolerance via transformations.

In their work, an abstract program A is re�ned to a more concrete implemen-

tation C and then based on the re�ned program C and the fault actions F that
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are introduced in the re�nement process, further precautions (such as using a

checkpointing&recovery protocol) are taken to render C fault-tolerant. They

focus on the faults introduced during the re�nement, while we focus on the

faults that exist in the abstract program. Also, they design the tolerance based

on the concrete program, while we design our wrappers based on the abstract

program.

Fault-tolerance preserving re�nements have been studied in the context of atom-

icity re�nement [10], whereas here we have studied them in the more general

context of computation-model re�nement. Also, the fault-tolerance preserving

re�nements presented in [10] are everywhere re�nements; here we present a more

general type of fault-tolerance preserving re�nement, convergence re�nement.

McGuire and Gouda [9] have also dealt with fault-tolerance preserving re�ne-

ments of abstract speci�cations. They have developed an execution model

that can be used in translating abstract network protocol speci�cations written

in a guarded-command language into C programs using Unix sockets. While

their framework solves the fault-tolerance preserving re�nement problem for a

guarded-command to a C program by producing everywhere re�nements, the

problem remains open for the re�nements from a C program to an executable

code.

Leal [7] has also observed that re�nement tools are inadequate for preserving

fault-tolerance. The focus of his work is on de�ning the semantics of tolerance

preserving re�nements of components. Whereas, in our work, we have focused

on suÆcient conditions for fault-tolerance preserving re�nements. In his set-up,

the state space of the speci�cation and the implementation is the same, whereas

in our work they can be di�erent.

The graybox approach has received limited attention in the previous work on

dependability. In particular, we can point to [1,2,11] which reason at a graybox

level.

8 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have investigated stabilization preserving re�nements, and,

more speci�cally, have identi�ed convergence re�nement as a suÆcient condi-

tion for preserving stabilization. We have illustrated the use of convergence

re�nements by deriving several low-atomicity stabilizing token-ring implemen-

tations (i.e., a 4-state system, Dijkstra's 3-state andK-state token-ring systems)

from high-atomicity stabilizing token-ring systems.

In contrast to traditional designs of stabilizing systems that are implementation-

based, we have demonstrated speci�cation-based design of stabilization via con-

vergence re�nement. That is, given the fact that a concrete program C is a

convergence re�nement of an abstract system A, from Theorem 5, it follows
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that, by inspecting A, we can design a wrapper W to render A stabilizing and

then reuse W to achieve stabilization of C. As we have demonstrated through

the token-ring examples, the wrapper can achieve stabilization for other re-

�nements of the non-stabilizing system as well. This sort of design|where

the fault-tolerance design for a concrete system can be based solely on knowl-

edge of an abstract speci�cation|is called graybox design. Since speci�cations

are typically more succinct than implementations, graybox stabilization o�ers

the promise of scalability. Also, since speci�cations admit multiple implementa-

tions and since system components are often reused, graybox stabilization o�ers

the promise of scalability and reusability. It moreover o�ers an alternative in

closed-source situations, where implementation details are not available. In such

situations, treating the system as a blackbox may sometimes yield a high-cost

design. Exploiting a speci�cation may therefore be warranted, and convergence

re�nement is useful in this process.

In closing, we note that convergence re�nements are suÆcient conditions for

stabilization preserving re�nements. An interesting direction for future research

is to identify necessary conditions for stabilization (and other fault-tolerance)

preserving re�nements.
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Appendix: Stabilizing the Unidirectional Token-

Ring

In this section, we �rst present a simple, fault-intolerant abstract unidirectional

token-ring system, UTR, and derive a concrete token-ring system, C, that is a

convergence re�nement of UTR. Then, we show that the dependability wrap-

pers, W1 and W2, that render UTR stabilizing also provide stabilization to C,

and that (C W1 W2) results in Dijkstra's K-state stabilizing token-ring

system. The dependability wrapperW1 ensures that always there exists at least

one token in the system and W2 ensures that the extra tokens in the system

are eventually removed.

Unidirectional token-ring problem

The abstract system UTR consists of processes f0,..,Ng arranged on a unidirec-

tional ring. Let t:j denote that \the token is at process j" (i.e., j is privileged).

The action at every process j is as follows.

t:j �! t:j := false ; t:(j � 1) := true

Above, � denotes + operation under modulo N + 1. If the token is at process

j, j guarantees that in the next step the token resides at j � 1.

Remark. We assume that at any process j at most one token may reside at a

time. That is, if j had a token and a new token is propagated to j, the new

token overwrites the old token. (End of Remark.)
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Initially, there is a unique token in the system. The invariant I of UTR can be

written as I1 ^ I2 where

I1 � (9j :: t:j)

I2 � (8j; k :: t:j ^ t:k ) j = k)

I1 states that there exists a token in the system, I2 states that at most one

process can have a token, and thus, I states that there is a unique token in the

system.

System models. The abstract system model permits a process j to read and

write to its state and the state of its right neighbor (j � 1) in one atomic step.

The concrete system model is more restrictive: j can read only the state of its

left neighbor (j 	 1) and write only to its own state.

Unidirectional token-ring (UTR) problem. Identify re�nements, C, of

UTR in the concrete system model such that [C � UTR]init and (8W ::

(UTR W ) is stabilizing to UTR ) (C W ) is stabilizing to UTR).

From Theorem 5, it follows that any concrete system C that satis�es [C � UTR]

is a solution to the UTR problem.

Stabilization wrappers for UTR

We add two wrappers W1 and W2 in order to stabilize UTR to I1 and I2

respectively.

W1 secures I1 (i.e., there exists at least one token in the system) as follows:

(8j : j 6= 0 : :t:j) �! t:0 := true

In order to achieve I2, there exists at most one token in the system, W2 marks

the token \uniquely" at a distinguished process, say 0, and asserts that 0 does

not execute a propagate token action unless it receives the token it has sent

with the unique identi�er.

Since we are designing stabilizing fault-tolerance,W2 can be re�ned by requiring

only that 0 eventually marks the token uniquely. Since there areN+1 processes,

there can be at most N di�erent values in the system (not including process 0).

Because of the propagate token action at every process, it is guaranteed that 0

will receive back the token it has sent. If 0 maintains a FIFO queue, Q, of size

N to store the values it receives from process N , and marks the token with a

value v such that v =2 Q, then the token marker v is guaranteed to be unique

after 0 receives N values from process N . This is because, when 0 receives N

values from process N , Q is guaranteed to contain all possible token values that

could have initially existed in the system, and when 0 sends a di�erent token

from those in Q that token is guaranteed to be unique.
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Theorem 15. (UTR W1 W2) is stabilizing to UTR.

A K-state solution to the UTR problem

Consider the following mapping that transforms UTR to an equivalent system

UTRK that uses uses a K-valued counter c:j, at every process j to simulate

tokens.

t:0 � c:0 = c:N

(8j : j 6= 0 : t:j � c:j 6= c:(j � 1))

Note that the above mapping satis�es the remark in the UTR problem. The

actions for UTRK follows from the mapping and UTR.

c:0 = c:N �! c:0 := c:0� 1;

if (c:0 = c:1) then c:1 := c:0	 1

c:j 6= c:(j � 1) �! c:j := c:(j � 1);

if (c:j = c:(j + 1)) then c:(j + 1) := c:j 	 1

c:N 6= c:(N � 1) �! c:N := c:(N � 1); c:0 := c:N

Above, � and 	 denote addition and subtraction operations under modulo

K, the bound on c values. The bound, K, on c should allow the processes

to distinguish between their privileged and non-privileged states, and thus, K

should be at least equal to 2. The initial states of C follows from the initial

states of UTR using the mapping.

Re�nement of wrappers

We now consider re�nements of W1 and W2 for UTRK .

W1 states that (8j : j 6= 0 : :t:j) ) t:0. Observe that (8j : j 6= 0 :

:t:j) ) (c:0 = c:N). Since t:0 is de�ned as c:0 = c:N , W1 is already im-

plemented in UTRK.

W2 requires 0 to maintain a queue to store the values it receives from process

N , and to eventually mark the token uniquely. We implement W2 using the

following mapping:

K � 1 � Q:size

lastval:0 = Q:top

c:0 := lastval:0+ 1 � distinct token t; s:t: (t =2 Q)
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It is obvious that 0 sends K di�erent values to the system since 0 sets c:0

to c:0 + 1 (mod K) each time it propagates a token to process 1. Using the

above mapping, Q can be discarded as follows. The elements in Q are now in

increasing order, each 1 apart from the previous (due to the way the distinct

token is created). Thus, using the top element of Q (i.e., lastval:0) is suÆcient

for creating a distinct token that does not exist in Q. From the mapping K is

at least N + 1 (i.e., the number of processes in the system). Therefore, when 0

sends K di�erent values to the system it is guaranteed that 0 has sent a unique

value to the system. Note that had K � N , this guarantee would not hold since

the system might already contain all the K possible values in N processes (i.e.,

the processes other than 0).

In sum, W20 requires 0 to store the value of the last token it has sent (i.e.,

always lastval:0 = c:0) and not to execute a propagate token action unless it

receives the token with the value it has sent. W2 then sends a new token to the

system by incrementing lastval:0 (i.e., c:0) by 1.

Lemma 16. [UTRK W10 W20] is stabilizing to UTR.

Our stabilizing unidirectional token ring system (UTRK W10 W20) is as

follows.

c:0 = c:N ^ lastval:0 = c:N �! c:0 := c:0� 1; lastval:0 := c:0;

if (c:0 = c:1) then c:1 := c:0	 1

c:j 6= c:(j � 1) �! c:j := c:(j � 1);

if (c:j = c:(j + 1)) then c:(j + 1) := c:j 	 1

c:N 6= c:(N � 1) �! c:N := c:(N � 1); c:0 := c:N

8.1 Re�nement of UTRK

The concrete execution model does not allow writing to the states of the neigh-

boring processes, thus, the actions of UTRK are too coarse grained for the

concrete execution model. We re�ne UTRK into C by commenting ( \//" ) out

the clauses in UTRK that violated the restrictions of the concrete execution

model.

c:0 = c:N �! c:0 := c:0� 1 == [c:1 6= c:0]

c:j 6= c:(j � 1) �! c:j = c:(j � 1)

== [if (j 6= N) then (c:(j + 1) 6= c:j) else c:0 = c:N ]

In the legitimate states of C the conditions in the comments are satis�ed by the

computations of C. However, in every state C cannot satisfy these conditions
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since the concrete system model is more restrictive than the abstract. In the

illegitimate states, where these conditions might not be satis�ed, computations

of C might correspond to compressed forms of computations of UTRK . Consider

the following transition of the concrete.

c.1=0 c.2=1c.0=1

t.0 t.1 t.2
p1 moves

c.2=1c.0=1

t.0

c.1=1

Starting from a state where all p0, p1, p2 have tokens, in one transition a state

where only p0 has a token is reached. This corresponds to a compression of the

following transitions of UTRK :

t.0
p2 moves

t.0 t.1 t.2
p1 moves

t.0 t.2

Lemma 17. [C � UTRK ].

Proof. Any compression performed by C only results in a token loss and C

cannot perform any compressions when the token-ring contains less than two

tokens. Since there are �nite number of tokens to begin with, and since process

actions do not create new tokens (they just propagate the existing tokens), C can

do only a �nite number of compressions. Thus, C satis�es stability constraint.

In UTR, and hence in UTRK, starting from a state with k (s.t., k > 0) tokens,

any state with l (s.t., k � l > 0) tokens is reachable. Thus, any computation of

C can be written as a compression of some computation of UTRK , and hence,

C is a convergence re�nement of UTRK .

Theorem 18. C W10 W20 is stabilizing.

Proof. Follows from Theorem 3, Lemma 17 and Lemma 16.

Therefore, our stabilizing unidirectional token ring implementation (C W10 W20)

is as follows.

c:0 = c:N ^ lastval:0 = c:N �! c:0 := c:0� 1; lastval:0 := c:0

c:j 6= c:(j � 1) �! c:j = c:(j � 1)

Since lastval:0 is always equal to c:0, it can be omitted. As a result, we get

Dijkstra's K-state token-ring system:

c:0 = c:N �! c:0 := c:0� 1

c:j 6= c:(j � 1) �! c:j = c:(j � 1)

where � denotes addition operation under modulo K, s.t. (K � N + 1).
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